
Specialists in total bookshop design



Specialists in total bookshop design
Design proposal, project (furniture, lighting, 

accessories, image), production, assembly, logistics



Fustcom started business as an industrial carpenter 
during the 1950s, covering the services sector (hotels, 
public centres and facilities, etc). Since 1992 it has 
specialised its activities entirely into production and 
equipment for a variety of cultural centres as well as 
more than 400 bookshops.

At Fuscom we design places for books, right from the 
beginning of the project until the bookshop opens. We 
take care of the image, lighting, decoration, graphics 
and all the accessories required, together with strategic 
product layout and furniture, creating a unique, 
customised ambiance for the bookshop.

All this, together with the integration of the entire 
production process at our modern facilities in Arenys 
de Munt, has put us in a privileged, optimal position, 
enabling us to offer our clients the highest quality 
services.

We currently have two furniture lines: MODULÓGIC, 
a compact furniture line, which is not only modern 
and but also surprisingly versatile and adaptable, and 
MODULIGHT, an economical line that optimises 
features and materials, while maintaining the intrinsic 
quality of all Fustcom products.



A well-designed

image, suitable graphics,

a good choice of colours

and the right  lighting

are essential elements

that give the store

its own character.



Outstanding furniture

for your highlighted 

books provide plenty

of contrast and improve 

your display possibilities.



A well-laid out shop floor 

means your customers 

feel at ease and can move 

about the bookshop freely 

and conveniently.



By making the most

of each and every 

element we can

provide you with an 

extensive variety of

ways of displaying

your products.



By making an appropriate 

distinction between the 

children’s area, it becomes 

more attractive to children

and young people.



We prepare the area 

preserving and reinforcing the 

existing architectural elements, 

adding value

to the bookshop.



The rest andenquiry

areas make the 

customer feel

more comfortable.



Well-designed entrances

and displays transmit

the idea of quality to

the public, attracting

their attention. 



Well-designed, 

differentiated areas

enable us to draw

attention to specific

areas of the bookshop.



A well-planned layout

in complicated zones means

that staircases, lifts, lifting equipment, 

furniture, etc are organised

to make the most of the space

available and enhance the aesthetics

of the bookshop.



fustcom without limits
Ever since it opened, Fustcom has constantly been widening its horizons, expanding 
its market throughout Europe, designing and producing bookshops throughout 
Spain, Andorra, France, Portugal and its islands and Turkey.

We are also present in Bolivia and the Dominican Republic, and we are now in 
the process of taking another step forward with a regional office in America, 
covering the Southern Cone, Latin and Central America.



Z. Ind. Can Victoriano - Naves 5, 6, 7 y 8
Ap. correos 55 - 08358 - Arenys de Munt - Barcelona (SPAIN)

Tel. 93 795 17 52 - Fax 93 795 14 92 - www.fustcom.com - fustcom@fustcom.com


